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Dear Syncmag Readers,
We are extremely glad to represent you year-ender issue
of syncmag. We have tried to cover the top stories from
around the globe. From our regulars to the whole new
corporation, we have amazing Flashback of 2013. The
retro rewind consists of most important International
happenings in pictures, Report on trends that ruled the
ramps in 2013, and our most anticipated hit lists
containing year best in entertainment; Block Buster
Movies and most hummed Songs. Rumors will let you
have a sneak peak of what’s happening with your most
favorite. For better or for worse weddings with couples
who tied the knot in 2013.... 2013 has been a year
where we have lost memorable and influential people.
So an exclusive Tribute to some of the Legends who
passed away this year. Last but not least, don’t forget to
go through our Holiday Shopping Guide providing you
with a wish list.
Happy Holidays And A Very Happy New Year .
Syncmag Team
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Tete-A-Tete
Dubai Promises Record-Breaking New
Year's Eve

Musharraf To File Intra-Court Appeal
With IHC
ISLAMABAD: Though the special
court constituted for the ‘high
treason’ trial of former president
Pervez Musharraf has fixed January
1 for his indictment, the former
military ruler is still seeking remedy
from the Islamabad High Court (IHC)
against the case.Justice Riaz Ahmed
Khan of the IHC on December 23
dismissed his three petitions against
the establishment of the special court, appointment of its
judges as well as Akram Sheikh as head of the prosecution
team.However, Gen Musharraf has decided to file an intracourt appeal (ICA) with a two-member division bench of the
IHC.Advocate Faisal Hussain, one of the counsel for Gen
Musharraf, told Dawn that his client had given the goahead to the legal team for filing the ICA against the
rejection of the petitions. The ICA will be filed on Thursday
or by the end of this week, he added.“It is the right of Gen
Musharraf as well as any other citizen to seek available
remedies provided in the law and the constitution through
the courts.

Bangladesh Opposition Leader
Under 'Virtual House Arrest’
DHAKA: Bangladesh's main opposition party said
Thursday its leader Khaleda Zia was being kept
under virtual house arrest after she called for a
mass march aimed at scuppering a Jan 5

election.“Since yesterday she has been under
virtual house arrest,” Bangladesh Nationalist
Party (BNP) vice-president Shamsher Mobin
Chowdhury told AFP.“The police are not allowing
anyone, including party leaders and activists, to
meet her. It is part of a government move to foil the
December 29 march for democracy,” he said.Zia
has called on her followers to mass in the capital
Dhaka this Sunday to derail what she has called a
“farcical” election.The BNP and 20 other
opposition parties are boycotting the polls while
the main Islamist party has been banned from
standing.

Celebrated Artist And Filmmaker Frederic
Back Dies At Age Of 89.
German-born artist, activist and filmmaker Frederic Back passed away on Dec. 24, at
the age of 89.Back was the creator of the animated film ‘The Man Who Planted Trees'
and was nominated for four Academy Awards, winning twice.He was made an officer at
the Order of Canada, at the Order of Arts and Letters of France, and a Knight of the
National Order of Quebec. He also won the Governor General’s Award for the arts in
1994.Following Back's death, Montreal's mayor Denis Coderre issued a statement
recognizing the filmmaker's work, and offered condolences to his friends and
family.Coderre said that Back has left a legacy in education, culture and environment for
future generations. The mayor has invited Montrealers to note Back's contributions,
pointing out that the canopy in the Montreal's Place-Des-Arts Metro is his creation.
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Thousands Without Power On Christmas
As Communities Recover From Ice Storm

Dubai Promises Record-breaking New
Year's Eve Firework Show

TORONTO, Cananda - Tens of thousands of people in
Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick had no power in their
homes this Christmas as communities recovered from an ice
storm that walloped much of eastern Canada.The weather
system that hit on the weekend downed
power lines, splintered trees and caused
wide-spread travel delays.Hydro crews
have been working around the clock to
restore power to homes which have now
been in the dark for three full days, but
utility companies said some might have
to wait until the weekend to get their
lights back on. In Toronto where some 300,000 customers
were without power at the height of the storm about 69,000
customers remained without electricity on Christmas
Day.Toronto Mayor Rob Ford said it "has been a very
challenging four days," but the city is doing its best through
the holidays to restore power to all homes as soon as
possible.Authorities have been urging those in homes with
no power to make alternative arrangements for the holidays
and to take advantage of warming centres being offered in
many communities.Ford said some 1,000 people sought
refuge at the warming spots in Toronto.

DUBAI: Dubai has promised to
celebrate New Year's Eve with
a record-breaking
extravaganza featuring over
400,000 fireworks, the largest
display the world has ever
seen, its government said.The
United Arab Emirates city
state, home to the world's
tallest tower, largest man-made island and one of the
world's busiest airports, will “break the Guinness
World Record for the 'Largest Firework Display',” a
government statement said.
The six-minute show over two of its manmade islands
-- The Palm Jumeirah and The World -- will “feature
over 400,000 colourful fireworks and a series of
amazing scenes designed exclusively for the event
and set to a specially choreographed musical
soundtrack.”The display will be overseen by more
than 200 pyrotechnicians, and the fireworks will be
launched from 400 locations, it added.

Let’s Cricout: Social Network App Designed
For Cricket Enthusiasts

Working Boundary Tensions
To Be Reduced

KARACHI: The Twenty20 cricket world cup was the second
largest sporting event in 2012 after London Olympics as it
was followed by an estimated 1.5 billion
people – around a quarter of the world’s
population according to Yahoo
Sports.Since the mega event was
followed mainly on television, this is
certainly a sizeable market for those
who can provide such a huge audience
with an alternative platform online,
mobile phones to be more specific. eMumba, a January2012 startup based in Islamabad, is one such example.

LAHORE: The bi-annual
meeting between senior
officials of Pakistan Rangers
(Punjab) and India’s Border
Security Force continued for a
second day at the Rangers
Headquarters Lahore on
Wednesday.Sources told that
both sides, which met after
one and a half years, agreed to resolve the issues of
unprovoked firing by the BSF on the working
boundary, airspace violation by Indian helicopters and
spy planes, prevention of inadvertent border-crossing
and killing of innocent citizens.
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Trends Of 2013 That Rule The Ramps!!
The world of fashion is all about latest styles, innumerable fads and trends that keep on changing
constantly. Many trends come and go but few stay there. We caught the trends that rule the ramp in
2013, starting from the very beginning of the year to the coolest season ever. Let’s have a look into
the seasons most in trends during 2013.

AUTUMN/WINTER 2013

Woman's Realm
THE autumn/winter 2013 collections were a
paean to elegance and womanly charms.It's the
silhouettes that really speak to the female form,
boasting grown-up hourglass curves, cinched
waists, breast-hugging bodices and skirts that
flare out.

The Square Route
LAST season's strict monochrome
prints give way to softer, colourdrenched checks for autumn. Bright
blanket weaves and laundry-bag
squares have a witty, modern charm;
billowing gowns and easy coats breathe
new life into trad tartans; while fur,
sequins and silks bring plaid to the party.

Spotlight On The Skirt
AS the collections embrace a newfound femininity, so fashion's focus
falls firmly on the skirt.
www.syncmag.ca
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Wings Of Desire
Romantic, decadent and dreamy,
feathers are autumn's loveliest fashion
frippery. Feathers offer a feminine,
flighty approach to embellishment.
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Moody Blooms
LUSH blooms in overripe hues,
scattered across blackened silks and
chiffons, lend this season's florals a
dark, enigmatic glamour.Burnt orange,
reds and blacks teamed with stained
lips, smoky eyes and long, tousled hair
set the tone for a dark winter romance.

Take Cover
A NEW coat has always been one of
autumn/winter's big style investments,
and 2013 is no exception.
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SUMMER SPRING 2013

Double Standards
Being two faced was finally
acceptable. If you can’t pick between
two fabrics or colors, why not just use
both!

PRINTS
Clashing and/or matching prints have
been hot on the fashion radar the last
few seasons, and the trend has only
gotten hotter, bigger and bolder this
summer.

Forget Me KNOT
We love the easy-chic and slightly
undone feel that comes with all these
70’s-esque knots.

I want Candy
After being subject to the bold
Technicolor invasion, the new wave of
soft pastels is a refreshing palette
switch.
Off the Shoulder
There is something undeniably sexy
about bare shoulders, no?
www.syncmag.ca
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O.P.I

YOUR
WISH
HAS COME TRUE

OPI Winter Collection 2013/14

O

PI's new collection is hotter than ever! The shades are so gorgeous and are
perfect for this season. Only two or three shades will keep you going this
season. It's not necessary to change the colour often with OPI, since their
colours are brilliant and will look great during this time of the season. This year
2013, there are amazing colours to choose out to wear. Have your nights out
during the holidays and feel proud and confident with what you're wearing so that
you're sure to look charming. Your imagination colours are available to make you
look exactly the way you want to feel. In fact, Mariah Carey has her collection,
Mariah Holiday, that will make you feel, look and show off the real you. OPI gives
you the benefits of showing your true self. Their new collection, San Francisco... ditto!

"Jingle bell, jingle all the way!"...I mean sparkles all the WAY!

Mariah Carey's new collection in OPI's studio includes 12 sparkly and 6
coloured shades.
LET'S TALK SPARKLES 1ST
The sparkles used by OPI are gorgeous knowing that what amazing quality the nail polish
is! Knowing that many people are always looking for a nail polish with sparkles, Mariah
Holiday, collection has 12 nail colours that have stunning & starlight sparkles in them.
These nail colours are truly amazing to have during the holidays when you know you'll be
hosting or attending an event during the winter time. You could be wearing a simple
designers dress with a choice from these 12 shades to add that perfectionists touch to a
particular look. Like this, whatever you are too wear will be glamorous! These OPI colours
will leave you breathless because of it's amazing quality and fabulous tones. -Be yourself
because you deserve the best.

SLEIGH RIDE FOR TWO, MARIAH HOLIDAY.
As stunning the sparkles look, the nail polish shades with a simple shine are gorgeous
too! SIX colours included in Mariah's collection are rich dark tones amazing for any casual
time as well. In other words, these shades are very versatile and will go with almost any
outfit you choose. Let's take the colour Titled Sleigh Ride For Two, is a maroon colour nail
polish. It's a very strong colour that's romantic and diverse. You can use this shade for
many looks such as going to work to heading out for dinner with your mate. After all, this
tone level fits many styles and make life easier to not having to change the colour every
day. - Look great as the time clicks
www.syncmag.ca
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OPI'S WINTER 2013/14 - SAN FRANCISCO
OPI's latest technology has a variety of nail polish materials that can give off a particular
kind of look. This winter, OPI has come out with their latest collection, San Fransisco,
that have different kinds of material. If OPI continues with these styles, we'll definitely
see are dreams of YOUR kind of nail polish come true!

GEL COLOR
Firstly, Peace & Love & OPI a multicolour nail polish that is Gel Colour will leave you
with soft & shiny nails. The material is soft with a very minimum feel of sand like nail
polish. If you're someone who loves white or black dresses will look amazing in this
colour.

ALCATRAZ
A splendid material available in 3 kinds of shades in this collection are astonishing. OPI's Alcatraz... Rocks, Wharf!
Wharf! Wharf!, and It's All San Andrea's Fault are 3 colours available that are remarkable when you take a closer
look at it. These are shades that have a sandlike materiel feeling and look that is chic. One of the most interesting
nail polish, Alcatraz... Rocks, is shimmering with a blend of sparkles that is superb and will leave you looking
fabulous! After all, We all need some shimmer to keep us cheery.

SHIMMERS
With one multicolour nail polish, there comes a long another one of a kind nail polish. Haven't The Foggiest is
another shade in the same collection that is silver and has a snowflake feeling to the tone of the nail polish. It's
shocking how this shade could remind you of snow! It's very stylish but yet sophisticated; in other words, it's
very chic. These colours are radiant and will leave you joyful all season. Let's take Embarca-Dare Ya! as an
example and you'll know what I mean. This pink colour is adaptable to change in styles like the other 9 shades
that "shimmer". Ditto! These shimmering nail polishes are gorgeous and you will be satisfied when you choose
one. - Keep yourself joyful.

For more OPI products and information check out OPI.com
www.syncmag.ca
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HOLIDAY SHOPPING GUIDE
What follows is the glossary of the season’s can’t miss trends and most wanted extras-everything.The latest in
what to buy and where to shop for women's fashion and accessories. Let us be your shopping guide.
$ 52.75
True decadence collection

$ 56.27
Jolie Moi

$ 32.00
Jolie Moi

$ 337.73

$ 419.69
Jean-Michel

Sam Edelman

$ 453.84
Etienne Aigner

Jacket
Racket

It's All Nice
On Ice!!
Studded, spiked, sleek,
sturdy—these boots were
made for walking

$ 3006.93
KARL DONOGHUE

Accessorize
It!!

Coats to Fall For!

$ 26.38

$ 199.18

$ 26.38

$ 24.62

£ 15
$ 103.75
Luxe

$ 13.19

www.syncmag.ca
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$ 807.12
RED VALENTINO

Dress it up!!

$ 39.83

Imagine the perfect dress: you can
dress it up, you can dress it down, it is
versatile, always appropriate, and
makes you feel fabulous.
$ 39.83

$ 43.96

$ 49.80

Cool Jumpers

$ 58.01

$ 63.30
Jolie Moi

$ 361.45
Helmut Lang

$ 56.27
Jolie Moi

For more info visit: www.polyvore.com www.dorothyperkins.com
www.syncmag.ca
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A Life Lived with Art

Mariam Saeedullah Khan
Viewing the art of the senior artist Mariam Saeedullah Khan, one may
discover nuances of her wide art experience of Italy, Germany, China
and Japan as well as her initial introduction to her discipline in Lahore.
In her studio one discovers paintings of varied sizes and mixed media.
Her subjects vary from the art of the Moghul emperors on a larger
scale, the exquisite linearity of Japanese art and her love of nature.
There is also the passion she has
returned to through the years, the
freedom of wild horses galloping
across the plains.As a young bride
living with her in-laws in Lahore,
Mariam began her serious study of
art attending the classes of Sheikh
Ahmed. He was a strict teacher, but
this suited Mariam’s temperament
and she enjoyed the quiet discipline
he imposed on his students.She
continued to attend the classes until
her husband joined the Pakistan
Foreign Service and they were posted
to Italy. There she found herself
living close to a famous art institute,
the Berraria Academy in Milan. By
then she had a family and devoted
much of her time to her small
children, but she joined an evening
course of art and art history, and
studied for four years, earning a Fine
Arts Diploma, before being posted to
Bonn in Germany.
www.syncmag.ca
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Close to her new home near the river Rhine, Mariam discovered the Rosenthal
workshop site on the river. She began to visit the studio where pottery and ceramics
were painted, and was inspired to paint several designs which she showed to the
director. Her work was appreciated and several of her designs were accepted.
Particularly popular were the romantic eastern princess designs that suited the
Rosenthal themes. The artist’s major period of study began in Japan, where the family
was to remain for seven years. With the children increasingly independent and going to
school, Mariam studied Japanese Fine Art, at the University of Ueno, Tokyo. In the
beginning her work was very much by example as she had no knowledge of the
language. Fortunately the teachers spoke some English, and aware of her sincerity
were very considerate. As time passed, Mariam began to learn the language of art. She
described the course as extremely disciplined, and for two years she was not allowed to
touch colour. The students in her year focused on drawing and brush strokes. Mariam
recalls that on one brush, she learned to take three colours at the same time, and then
to brush them one at one time, resulting in a beautiful effect.When her youngest
daughter was born in Japan, Mariam determined to continue her studies so she carried
the baby to classes tied on her back. There the baby became a great pet of the class
where everyone loved her. Mariam attended the classes for over three years mastering
the rich tones that are achieved with colour, chemical and dye.

Written By: Marjorie Husain
Courtesy:

The discipline remained an important element of her art in years to come. Mariam
successfully graduated and was given a seal to sign her work with the name
`Tranquility'.This seal one finds on her work today. Later on in London and in Japan,
Mariam qualified as an interior decorator, a profession she practiced on returning to
Pakistan. Among the interesting projects she enjoyed was the Pakistan embassy
complex in China. There she designed the community centre and offices as well as the
residency. It gave her an opportunity to study Chinese art and traditions. In Pakistan
Mariam became the Karachi Consultant for Sheraton, and most of the big hotels
commissioned her paintings. At that time she was mostly working on large panels. The
art of the moghuls had been a passion with the artist since childhood, and when
completing her study in Japan, she inducted some of the Japanese techniques into
Mughal paintings. Mariam was the first foreign artist to have received an award from
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Tokyo. Her work has been exhibited in Christies,
acquired for the permanent collection of the Rockefeller Foundation and presented to
America's President Ford. The Pakistan Government chose Mariam's work to present
to the late Shah of Iran. Her work has been exhibited in prestigious galleries and
museums internationally. Now showing her work at the Momart Gallery, Karachi, after
a gap of several years, one finds the singular beauty of the work continues to fascinate
the viewer. There is a timeless quality to the artist's work which explains the Japanese
title given her: Tranquility.
www.syncmag.ca
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Hit Lists Of 2013
Top 10 Hollywood Movies in 2013
Here is the list of Top 10 Hollywood Movies 2013 by Box Office collection Worldwide.

Movie Name
1. Iron Man 3
Director: Shane Black
Stars: Robert Downey Jr., Guy Pearce, Gwyneth Paltrow, Don
Cheadle

Box Office Collection

$1.21 Billion

2. Despicable Me 2
Directors: Pierre Coffin, Chris Renaud
Stars: Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig, Benjamin Bratt

$918.3 Million

3. Fast & Furious 6
Director: Justin Lin
Stars: Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle
Rodriguez

$788.7 Million

4. Monsters University
Director: Dan Scanlon
Stars: Billy Crystal, John Goodman, Steve Buscemi

$743.5 Million

5. The Hunger Games: Catching Fire
Director: Francis Lawrence
Stars:Jennifer Lawrence, Josh Hutcherson, Liam Hemsworth,
Philip Seymour Hoffman

$676.9 Million

6. Man of Steel
Director: Zack Snyder
Stars: Henry Cavill, Amy Adams, Michael Shannon, Diane
Lane

$662.8 Million

7. Gravity
Director: Alfonso Cuarón
Stars: Sandra Bullock, George Clooney, Ed Harris

$631.8 Million

8. Thor 2: The Dark World
Director: Alan Taylor
Stars: Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman, Tom Hiddleston,
Stellan Skarsgård

$611.3 Million

9. The Croods
Directors: Kirk De Micco, Chris Sanders
Stars: Nicolas Cage, Ryan Reynolds, Emma Stone

$587.2 Million

10. World War Z
Director: Marc Forster
Stars: Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz, James Badge
Dale
www.syncmag.ca
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Top 10 Bollywood Movies of 2013
The Indian film industry that is popularly designated as Bollywood, is one of the largest
and competitive film production centers all over the world. We made a list of movies
having hightest box office collection.

Movie Name

Box Office Collection

1. Chennai Express
Director: Rohit Shetty
Stars: Deepika Padukone, Shah Rukh Khan, Satyaraj, Nikitin
Dheer

₹ 419 Crore

2. Krish 3
Director: Rakesh Roshan
Stars: Priyanka Chopra, Hrithik Roshan, Amitabh Bachchan

₹ 300.03 Crore

3. Yeh Jawani Hain Deewani
Director: Ayan Mukherjee
Stars: Ranbir Kapoor, Deepika Padukone, Aditya Roy Kapoor,
Kalki Koechlin

₹186.99 Crore

4. Goliyon Ki Rasleela Ram Leela
Director: Sanjay Leela Bhansali
Stars: Ranveer Singh, Deepika Padukone, Priyanka Chopra

₹ 160.00 Crore

5. Bhaag Milkha Bhaag
Director: Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra
Stars: Farhan Akhtar, Sonam Kapoor, Pavan Malhotra,
Art Malik

₹ 126.75 Crore

Movie Name

Box Office Collection

6: Race 2
Director: Abbas Alibhai Burmawalla
Stars: Saif Ali Khan, Anil Kapoor, John Abraham, Deepika
Padukone

₹ 117.60 Crore

7: Special Chhabis
Director: Neeraj Pandey
Stars: Akshay Kumar, Kajal Agarwal, Manoj Bajpayee

₹ 104.23 Crore

8: Grand Masti
Director: Indra Kumar
Stars: Ritesh Deshmukh, Vivek Oberoi, Aftab Shivdasani,
Sonalee Kulkarni

₹ 100.03 Crore

9: Aashiqui 2
Director: Mohit Suri
Stars: Aditya Roy Kapoor, Shraddha Kapoor, Shaad Randhawa,
Salil Acharya

₹ 100.00 Crore

10: Raanjhanaa
Director: Aanand Rai
Stars: Dhanush, Sonam Kapoor, Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub,
Swara Bhaskar

₹ 100.00 Crore
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Top Lollywood Movies of 2013
Movie Name
1. Waar
Director: Bilal Lashari
Stars: Shaan, Hamza Abbasi, Shamoon Abbasi
2. Main Hoon Shahid Afridi
Director: Syed Ali Raza Usama
Stars: Hamza Abbasi, Mohammad Ahmad, Ainan Arif,
Mahnoor Baloch, Humayun Saeed
3. Chambaili
Director: Ismail Jillani
Stars: Khalid Ahmed, Shafqat Cheema, Ehteshamuddin
4. Zinda Bhaag
Director: Sanjay Leela Bhansali
Stars: Ranveer Singh, Deepika Padukone, Priyanka Chopra
5. Bhaag Milkha Bhaag
Directors: Meenu Gaur, Farjad Nabi
Stars: Naseeruddin Shah, Amna Ilyas, Salman Ahmed Khan,
Samiya Mumtaz

Hit Songs Hollywood & Bollywood 2013
1. Sunn Raha Hai Na Tu (Aashiqui 2)
2. Tum Hi Ho (Aashiqui 2)
3. Kabhi Jo Baadal Barse (Jackpot)0
4. Gandi Baat (Rajkumar)
5. Dil Tu Hi Bataa (Krrish 3)
6. Badtameez Dil (Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani)
7. Tum Hi Ho Bandhu (Cocktail)
8. Dil Mera Muft Ka (Agent Vinod)
9. Anarkali Disco Chali (Housefull 2)
10. Balma (Khiladi 786)
11. Bheege Naina (Enemmy - Law And Disorder)
12. Challa (Jab Tak Hai Jaan)
13. Saans (Jab Tak Hai Jaan)
14. Deewana Kar Raha Hai (Raaz 3)
15. Sanwaar Loon (Lootera)
16. Main Rang Sharbaton Ka (Phata Poster Nikhla
Hero)
17. Batameez Dil (Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani)
18. Latt lag gayi (Race 2)
19. Tum tak (Raanjhanaa)
20. Ambarsariya (Fukrey)
www.syncmag.ca
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1. Mirrors ( Justin Timberlake)
. 2. Come And Get It (Selena Gomez)
Radioactive (Imagine Dragons)
. 3.
4. When I was your Man (Bruno Mars)
. 5. Wagon Wheel (Darius Rucker)
6. Young and beautiful (Lana Del Rey)
. 7.
Light Em’Up (Fall Out Boy)
. 8. Heart Attack (Demi Lovato)
9. Here’s To Never Growing up (Avril Lavigne)
. 10.
22 (Taylor Swift)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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REEL REVIWE

DHOOM
3
A

fter a stunning start on Friday,
Dhoom 3 continues to storm both
the Indian and Overseas Box Office!

Dhoom 3 maintained the momentum and
the fans can't seem to get enough of this
caper. It has set new weekend records in
every international market as well as on
the home turf, where it's on course to be
the biggest hit.
According to a report in Koimoi, the
Aamir Khan film had a tremendous first
week which is again the biggest ever in
the history of Indian cinema - with approx
185.50 crores (including Tamil and Telugu
version) and 3.13 billion business
throughout the world.
YRF's decision of not releasing the film
with previews on Thursday to keep the
plot under wraps and open on the same
day worldwide, strategically worked at
the Box Office.
The third installment of the Dhoom series
emerges as one of the most interesting
high octane stylish action masterpieces.
Definitely a must-watch end of the year
entertainer!
STORY: The Dhoom combo Mumbai
polices, Jai (Abhishek Bachan) and Ali
(Uday Chopra) is assigned to catch a bank
robber in Chicago. Similar to the second
Dhoom, the story's core revolves around
the antihero - Sahir (Aamir Khan). The
basic storyline, although is an old tale of
revenge seeking justice, is told in an
extremely interesting manner. However,

flaws were pointed out by the plot's
resemblance to The Prestige's and Now
You See Me's.
SCREENPLAY: Probably the biggest
element of success in Dhoom 3 is the
screenplay. Each frame has gone through
a vivid and thorough planning with trial
and error, which explains the prolonged
shooting period. The director has made
the movie, audience friendly from the
word go. Interesting scenes such as The
Great Indian Circus performances, bank
robbery, Sahir encountering his younger
self, extended yet nail-biting motorcycle
chase, Samar abruptly tunes himself to
Sahir and so on are among the reasons
audience would not regret the movie
ticket they paid for. One should watch
out for the interval block! The existence
of two Aamir Khans in the film was
revealed in the most interesting possible
way! In a massive movie carried out in
United States, director Vijay Krishna still
managed to chip in India into the picture
which gave a home tone and mood for
about 10 minutes. The minus points
would be the similar cliche scenes that
every Bollywood movies have to include
such as 'I know your secret' analogical
dialogue, cheesy climax death scene and
hero failing to capture the villain when he
had the obvious chance.
DIALOGUES: If a movie has a theme
dialogue, it is already a sign of success in
the dialogue portion. As for Dhoom 3, the

8 line dialogue that goes:'Bande Hain
Hum Uske, Hum Pe Kiska Zor;
Ummedon Ke Suraj, Nikle Charon Aur;
Irade Hain Fauladi, Himati Har Kadam;
Apne Haathon Kismat Likhne, Aaj Chale
Hain Hum' is spine chilling each time it
was uttered. Perfect timing aided the
dialogue deliveries.

CINEMATOGRAPHY:
Cinematographer Sudeep Chatterjee has
made a great impact with his camera. The
way he installed characters, props and
settings adequately in each frame he
captured was nothing but perfection. His
camera added value to the entire film in
the form of brilliant and dazzling colors,
which brought about a theme tone and
mood.
www.syncmag.ca
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EDITING: If any scenes in Dhoom 3
was slightly longer, it would have been
a boring execution. Ritesh Soni has done
a wonderful job of film and sound
editing. He made the presentation crisp,
apt and sound.
PERFORMANCE AND
CHARACTERIZATION: Dhoom 3
comprises of 5 principal characters,
namely Sahir, Samar, Jai, Ali and Aliya.
As mentioned earlier, Dhoom 3 isn't the
usual buddy cop movie as it's
predecessors were. This movie was all
about the antiheroes - Sahir and Samar,
both played by Aamir Khan. Aamir
carries Dhoom 3 throughout and his
presence alone, be it as the daring and
dashing Sahir or the innocent and cute
Samar makes the movie very engrossing.
His dangerous acrobat stunts, simple yet
beautiful dance and action sequences and
powerful dialogue delivery is definitely a
bonanza package to catch the movie for.
Watch out for the scene where he
switches from Samar to Sahir in split
seconds! Abhishek Bachan has done a
good job as the robust and cool Mumbai
cop. His pronunciations and dialogue
delivery was very attractive. Ali and
Aliya performed fairly with not much
scopes for appearance and significance.
Jackie Shroff as the twin's dad and
Andrew Bicknell as Mr. Warren Anderson
though had short cameo appearances,
scores.
CHOREOGRAPHY: Dance (0.5/0.5):
www.syncmag.ca
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Be it the Dhoom foot taps, Malang's circus
performance, Tu Hi Junoon's cute dance
and Kamli's sexy moves, choreography
was done with utmost meticulous effort,
without compromising any actors in the
movie.
Action (0.4/0.5): The jaw-dropping action
sequences came out very successful,
thanks to the Hollywood action
choreography team and stunt doubles.
Though certain action footage felt like it
could have been shorter, but it was very
negligible. The biggest letdown would be
the stunt scenes executed in the first part
of the movie, in India. It was very
artificially done but the good thing was it
was completely overshadowed by the
film's proceeding.

SONGS AND BACKGROUND
MUSIC: Pritam should be very
proud of his latest offering as he has
done a fantastic job. Malang, Kamli, Tu
Hi Junoon and the trademark Dhoom
Machale Dhoom has been crooned with
rich sound effect and various instrument
use. The background score helped
sustaining the suspense; elevating the
action grips and lubricating the movie's
flow.
ART: Settings (0.5/0.5): Expensive sets
and exotic locations such as The Great
Indian Circus, Tu Hi Junoon's backdrop,
humongous water dam shown in the
climax, stylish room designs are some
examples which gave Dhoom 3 the
majestic look and feel audiences expect
from a mass masala treat.
Costume Designs (0.5/0.5): Simplicity
was probably Dhoom 3's costume
designer's main call. The costumes used
just fit the backdrop and doesn't appear
as overly done. Even Aamir's shirtless
and Katrina's minimal outfit scenes
would pull audiences to the edge of their
seats!
VISUAL EFFECTS: Tremendous effort
has gone in executing the visual effects,
right from title card design to most of the
high-tech crafts and tools used in the
movie. However, visual effects enhanced
scenes such as the motorcycle
transforming into motorboat and Sahir
and Samar falling off the cliff could have
been done better.
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Rumors

Aamir Khan

Superstar Aamir Khan says he has no expectations from his upcoming film
'Dhoom 3' in terms of box office business, but is concerned about how the
audience will accept the much-awaited movie."Films like 'Mughal-e-Azam',
'Pyaasa' touched me. I think films should be about story... emotions and not
numbers," he said. The actor said he was "extremely stressed and nervous"
about the release of 'Dhoom 3' and missing working with his team and co-stars.

Katrina Kaif

Actress Katrina Kaif said she is not getting engaged or married to her rumoured
beau Ranbir Kapoor, but would love to dance at his wedding. "I am not getting
married or engaged to anyone soon. You can lock it. It's final. I am not getting
married to anyone”.Asked who Ranbir should get married to if not to her, the
glamorous Bollywood star said he should tie the knot with the woman of his
choice.

Tom Cruise

Hollywood star Tom Cruise is all set to reprise his role of ex-military
police officer 'Jack Reacher' in the sequel to last year's movie of the
same name. The films companies are looking for a writer to pen the
script as Christopher McQuarrie, who wrote and directed the first
adaptation, is busy with 'Mission Impossible 5' film.
www.syncmag.ca
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Rumors

Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt

Celebrity couple Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt are reportedly planning to get
hitched at four different places.Jolie, 38, and Pitt, who got engaged in April
earlier this year, having the first party at Ayers Rock in Australia to tie in with
Brad's 50th birthday on December 18. Angelina wants an Aboriginal-style
ceremony at sunrise. After that Wedding No 3 will be on a beach in the
Bahamas. And finally a glitzy reception will be held at the couple's south of
France home next May to coincide with the Cannes Film Festival.

Akshay Kumar

Akshay Kumar starrer 'Gabbar' is yet again in a fix as Shraddha Kapoor will not
be playing the lead actress anymore in the film. The reason behind the actress'
exit is said to be date issues.With a lot of actresses vying for the role, it was
Shraddha who had been finalized for the film. 'Gabbar' slated to go on floors on
January 8, 2014, and Akshay Kumar has given bulk dates to the producer for
the same. However, during that time span, Shraddha will be busy shooting for
'Haider' with Shahid Kapoor.

Lady Gaga

Singers Beyonce, Lady Gaga, Katy Perry are reportedly in talks to headline the
56th Grammy Awards. The producers are said to have given a fixed time slot to
the singers to perform their hits on the award ceremony to be held on January
26, 2014. The trio are all looking to avoid cat fights and turf wars by agreeing to
performing for the same time of six minutes each.
www.syncmag.ca
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FLASHBACK 2013!
Celebrities Who Tied the Knot This Year

T

hey got hitched! Yes, these celebrities from tinsel town walked down
the aisle to their happily ever after in 2013. Some chose high-profile
ceremonies, others decided to keep their wedding a hush-hush affair. And
it was not just celebrities from Bollywood and Hollywood who got married
this year. 2013 also saw some of the most popular cricketers tie the knot.
Here's a look at the celebrities who got married in 2013.
Shonali Nagrani: Former Bigg Boss
contestant Shonali Nagrani tied the knot
with her boyfriend Shiraz Bhattacharya
in February this year. Shonali is a cricket
and entertainment television presenter.
The couple chose a destination wedding
in the coastal state of Kerala, and saw
friends from showbiz attend the do.

Mehreen Syed: Pakistani supermodel,
the CEO of of IFAP and an actor,
Mehreen Syed married Ahmed Humayun
Sheikh in a Nikah ceremony in Lahore on
the 23rd of February. Sheikh is the son of
Hamayoun Shaikh, who owns the luxury
fashion house and is a successful
businessman himself.

Ahmed Ali Butt: The famous
comedian actor and singer of
Pakistan tied knot with his
longtime friend, Fatima Khan in
March this year. Ahmad Ali Butt is
the grandson of Madam Noor
Jehan and the son of Zille Huma.

Atif Aslam: Pakistani singer Atif
Aslam married his long time
girlfriend and fiancée Sara
Bharwana on March 28, 2013.
According to reports, the singer
had a low key wedding ceremony
in Lahore.
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Diana Hayden: It was a Vegas wedding for
former Miss World Diana Hayden. The
beauty queen got married in Las Vegas to
her boyfriend Collin Dick this
September. He works for an international
NGO in Mumbai.

Shweta Tiwari: The Kasautii Zindagii
Kay actress got married for the second
time to long-time boyfriend, actor
Abhinav Kohli in a low-key affair in July.
The who's who of the TV industry were
spotted at Shweta Tiwari's wedding.

S. Sreesanth: Looks like controversies did
not ruin the cricketer's wedding plans. S.
Sreesanth got married to his long-time
girlfriend Nain December 12 at
Guruvayur temple. The bride hails from a
royal family in Jaipur and is a jewellery
designer by profession.
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Keira Knightely: Hollywood
actress Keira Knightley walked
down the aisle with beau James
Righton in May this year. She wore
a powder pink Chanel haute
couture gown with a white blazer
and ballerinas.

Wasim Akram: Pakistani cricketer
Wasim Akram wed his Australian
girlfriend Shaniera Thompson in
August this year. The public
relations officer converted to
Islam and is also learning Urdu.

Sayali Bhagat: It was an arranged
marriage for the former Miss India
and actress. Bollywood actress
Sayali Bhagat married Delhibased entrepreneur Navneet
Pratap Singh at a grand ceremony
in Mumbai on on December 10.
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FLASHBACK 2013! CELEBS WHO WELCOMED Babies

A

s the year 2013 draws to an end, we turn to new beginnings. And, what
better way to start than baby banter that involve the royal baby, SRK’s boy
Abram, Kate Winslet’s bundle of joy and Fardeen Khan welcoming his newborn.
It has definitely been a year of fresh starts and we wish these celebs, and their
little munchkins, much happiness.
Shah Rukh And Gauri Khan
Baby Boy: AbRam

Kate Winslet And Ned Rocknroll
Baby Boy: Bear

Shah Rukh Khan took the surrogacy route
and welcomed baby boy, AbRam, in May
2013. Being a premature baby, the little
one had to deal with certain health
complications. Recently, the actor reported
that the baby is fine and he sees the next
SRK in AbRam.

Fardeen And Natasha Khan
Baby Girl: Isabella
Fardeen Khan is the newest celebrity Papa on
the block. His daughter, Diani Isabella Khan,
was born in London on December 11, 2013. The
happy father shared that he loved the name
Isabella and Diani means divinity in Portuguese.

Kate Winslet is a third time mommy with a
baby boy born on December 7, 2013. The
couple hasn't revealed the name of the baby
as yet. Reportedly, her spokesperson has
told People Magazine that the actress and
her newborn are doing fine.
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Ayesha Takia And Farhan Azmi
Baby Boy

Prince William And Kate Middleton
Baby Boy: George

Ayesha Takia is a very happy new mommy.
She delivered a baby boy on December 9
and took to Twitter to thank her fans and well
wishers.

Fergie & Josh Duhamel
Baby Boy: Axl Jake

There is no doubt about the inspiration behind
the name of Fergie's little tyke, Axl Jake. The
38-year-old singer and her actor husband were
blessed with a baby boy in August 2013.

A little prince was born to Prince William and
Kate Middleton on July 22, 2013. He is
known as Royal Highness Prince George of
Cambridge. Yes, it has definitely been a
grand year!

Halle Berry & Olivier Martinez
Baby Boy: Maceo Robert
Halle Berry turned mom for the second time
when she delivered a boy on October 7,
2013. She named him Maceo, which means
Gift of God in Spanish.
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Tribute To Legends
Who Died In 2013
It's with a heavy heart that we look
back at the music, TV , movie and
politics figures that passed away in
2013. These artists, performers and
politicians will be remembered for
their talent, their innovation and their
unique ability to serve Humaniity.
Syncmag pays special tribute to few of
these iconic legends.
www.syncmag.ca
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Margaret Thatcher

• Born: July 18, 1918, Mvezo, South Africa
• Died: December 5, 2013, Houghton Estate, South
Africa
"Death is something inevitable. When a man has done
what he considers to be his duty to his people and his
country, he can rest in peace. I believe I have made that
effort and that is, therefore, why I will sleep for the
eternity."
Who don’t know, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela was a
South African anti-apartheid revolutionary, politician,
and philanthropist who became first black President of
South Africa and served from 1994 to 1999.

Tribute To Legends
• Born: October 13, 1925, Grantham, United
Kingdom
• Died: April 8, 2013, London, United Kingdom
"They say that cometh the hour, cometh the man.
Well in 1979 came the hour, and came The Lady."
The first and the only women to be the Prime
Minister of Britain, Margaret Thatcher died at the age
of 87 following a stroke. She won three elections in a
row, serving this country for a longer continuous
period than any Prime Minister for more than one
hundred and fifty years. She defined – and she
overcame – the great challenges of her age.

Nelson Mandela

Mana Dey

• Born: May 1, 1919, Kolkata, India
• Died: October 24, 2013, Bangalore, India
Prabodh Chandra Dey, known by his stage name
Manna Dey, was an Indian playback singer. He
debuted in the film Tamanna in 1942, and went on to
record more than 4000 songs from 1942 to 2013.
Some of his famous numbers include “Pyar Hua
Ikrar Hua, Mera Naam Joker, Ye Raat Bheegi
Bheegi”.

• Born: September 12, 1973, Glendale, California,
United States
• Died: November 30, 2013,
Paul William Walker IV was an American actor and the
founder of Reach Out Worldwide. Best known for his
Fast And Furious films, Walker died in a fiery car crash.
He was 40.

Paul Walker
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Tribute To Legends
Swedish Princess
Lilian Davies

• Born: February 12, 1920, New Delhi, India
• Died: July 12, 2013, Mumbai, India
"A gentleman of the finest order, an admirable colleague
and a considerate human" is how Amitabh Bachchan
described Pran.
Pran Krishan Sikand, was a multiple Filmfare and BFJA
award-winning Indian actor, known as a movie villain
and character actor in Hindi cinema from the 1940s to
the 1990s.

James Gandolfini

• Born: July 31, 1947, Thornaby-on-Tees, United
Kingdom
• Died: March 28, 2013,
Richard Griffiths, the renowned Vernon Dursley of Harry
Potter was the actor of geniality, grace and solemnity,
he excelled in playing characters on the margins of
society, died from complications following heart surgery.
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• Born: August 30, 1915, Swansea, United Kingdom
• Died: March 10, 2013, Stockholm, Sweden
Princess Lilian, Duchess of Halland, was a Welshborn fashion model who became a member of the
Swedish royal family through her 1976 marriage to
Prince Bertil, Duke of Halland.

Pran

• Born: September 18, 1961, Westwood, New
Jersey, United States
• Died: June 19, 2013, Rome, Italy
James Joseph Gandolfini, Jr. was an American
actor. Though a long-time character actor (Get
Shorty, True Romance), Gandolfini seemed to come
out of nowhere to impress critics and audiences as
the beleaguered mob boss Tony Soprano in The
Sopranos. He was 51.

Richard Griffiths
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Barcelona Star
Iniesta Signs Up
Until 2018

Barcelona star Andres Iniesta unwrapped an early Christmas present Monday as he
inked a new deal with the Spanish football club.The 29-year-old added an extension to
his current deal that will see him stay with his boyhood club until the end of June 2018.
"Today is a magical day!" Iniesta wrote on his Twitter page. "My life and my club... Thank
you for the love you have given me since I arrived at 12 years old." Iniesta, regarded as
one of the global game's most gifted and versatile players, was first spotted by
Barcelona scouts in 1996. He soon left his home to train with the Barcelona youth
academy and made his debut for the first team in 2002. Since then Iniesta has become
one of Barcelona's stars as part of a side that has won six Spanish league titles, lifted
Spain's Copa del Rey twice and won the European Champions League title three
times. A key international player, he also scored the only goal in a tense 2010 World
Cup final to give Spain a narrow victory over the Netherlands. The 29-year-old brought
along his parents and daughter Valeria to help him celebrate the start of a new era with
Barcelona as he signed the deal at the club's offices. Barcelona said in a statement on
its website: "Iniesta was due to end his contract in 2015. This extension until 2018
means the FC Barcelona midfielder will have spent more than half of his life on the
club's books. "From 2017/18, his contract will be automatically extended provided he
has appeared in a certain number of matches over the course of the season just ended.

South Africa's Jacques Kallis, the greatest all-rounder of his era, will retire from Test
and first-class cricket after the Boxing Day match against India in Durban, the
country's cricket board said on Wednesday.Kallis, cricket's fourth highest Test rungetter, would be available, however, for selection in the limited-over formats, Cricket
South Africa said in a statement. “It's been an honour and a privilege to have been part
of the South African Test team since making my debut 18 years ago,” said the 38-yearold, who has amassed 13,174 runs and taken 292 wickets from 165 Tests. “I have
enjoyed every moment out in the middle but I just feel that the time is right to hang up
my Test whites.“It wasn't an easy decision to come to, especially with Australia around
the corner and the success this team is enjoying but I feel that I have made my
contribution in this format.” The broad-shouldered top-order batsman and mediumpace bowler has been a pillar for South African cricket since he made his debut as a
20-year-old against England in Durban. His Test batting average of more than 55 and
his knack of picking up crucial wickets make him undoubtedly one of the greatest allrounders to have played the game.

Pakistan’s
Participation In
Asian Games
Doubtful
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South African
Great Kallis To Quit
Test After Durban
Match

Pakistan’s dilemma over its participation in the Commonwealth Games (CWG) has
been further fueled with the possibility of the greenshirts missing the ticket for the 2014
Asian Games owing to the Pakistan Hockey Federation’s (PHF) indecision.The Arif
Hasan-led Pakistan Olympics Association (POA), authorised by the International
Olympic Committee (IOC), asked the PHF to send its expression of interest for the
country’s participation at the Asian Games which is scheduled to be held in Incheon,
South Korea in September.“We haven’t received a response from the PHF yet,” Hasan
told The Express Tribune on Wednesday.“We conferred with them about the deadline
five days ago. The PHF must send it by December 31 which is the final deadline.
Otherwise it will become extremely difficult for us to convince the organisers to grant the
team a spot.”The POA president added that except for the PHF, other sports
federations were in loop with his Olympic body and the final contingent would be
decided after the deadline.Meanwhile, the PHF’s version could not be taken as various
attempts to contact the top officials – president Akhtar Rasool and secretary Rana
Mujahid were futile.However, an official close to the matter said the PHF was seeking
approval from the inter-provincial ministry before contacting Hasan’s body.

